traffic responding to TCAS Resolution Advisories until it is reported to himher by the participants that they are ``Clear of Conflict''. However, a controller may continue to provide information to participants during the manoeuvres. The air traffic controller conformed with this procedure. 11 seconds after DHL informed the controller of the TCAS descent, the two aircraft collided.
TCAS is a system which of which the agents are a visual and aural display, along with "advisories", issued according to a programmed algorithm. The agents which activate the avoidance manoeuvre are the human pilots of the involved aircraft. The communication between TCAS agent and human is visual, and aural (involving commands expressed as English sentences). What of communication between ATC and TCAS or ATC and aircraft crew? The TCAS "philosophy" is that TCAS only triggers an RA when ATC separation has "failed"; it is an on-demand system implementing a function based on the hypothesis that ATC has failed to fulfil its function. Hence TCAS is considered as a system, by some only involving the two programmed boxes and associated electronics, but this is analytically inadequate because the crucial joint behavior, the avoidance manoeuvre is initiated and performed by the human crews of the aircraft; the TCAS boxes issue "advisories". So TCAS boxes plus flight crew of each aircraft belong to the "system". ATC is not considered to be part of the system: TCAS is predicated on failure of ATC function and one wants to remedy this failure through TCAS, not incorporate the failure into the system itself.
However, this part of the TCAS "philosophy" (i.e. modus operandi as construed by the designers) is also inadequate to the reality, as shown clearly in this accident. The controller issued information from which the BTC crew could infer the presence of a third aircraft with whom they also had a conflict. This aircraft was "phantom", the statement containing this information mistaken. But BTC took this information as correct, which is appropriate given the understood roles of the participants, and made a decision based on it.
They were in fact presented with a decision problem: one can only go up or down; one sees an aircraft which TCAS is likely telling one to avoid; there is another aircraft which one does not see (either visually or metaphorically via TCAS display), but which the controller sees, and given the sense of the controller's instruction is likely at the same flight level or above. Two "threatening" aircraft; only two directions (up/down), either choice exacerbates one conflict or the other. BTC choose to descend, and have been widely criticised in the literature for so choosing. Ladkin suggested that decision to have been rational, given the crew's understanding of the state of the airspace and its occupacy, and gave reasons in [Ladkin 2004 ]. This is not the focus of the observations here. Neither is the apparent TCAS algorithm discrepancy which failed to issue a socalled "reverse RA" to DHL when TCAS sensed that separation was not being insured by the first RA, for that is a pure system issue, and not linguistic. (This anomaly has been fixed by Change Proposal 112E in the most recent version of TCAS, Version 7.1.)
The relevant observation here concerns the causal efficacy of mistaken information in a communication that was legitimate according to protocol but involved a not-uncommon cognitive slip. This information gave the BTC crew a mistaken understanding of the state of the airspace around them: they were considering two "threats", not one. In fact, all three participants in this interaction, the two TCAS participants and the Zürich Center controller, had at this point three mutually incompatible understandings of the situation.
The situation can be expressed as simply as states of parameters.
Parameters:
posn: vertical and horizontal position; correspondingly Dposn for DHL position and Bposn for BTC position, with its two components: On 20 December, 1995, an American Airlines Boeing 757 commercial passenger jet aircraft was flying into Cali airport in Colombia at night. Cali airport lies in a long, narrow valley surrounded by high mountains, and the runway lies along this valley, aligned at 10° right of magnetic north, allowing one to land to the south (on the end labelled Runway 19, the 19 standing for 190° magnetic on the compass) or to the north (on RWY 01, at 10° magnetic). To approach, an aircraft has to descend within the valley directly aligned with the runway, towards one end or the other, so at a heading of 10° magnetic or 190° magnetic, depending. The crew were used to overflying the airport, turning back, and landing to the north on RWY 01. However, on a sparse-traffic night they were offered a "direct" "straight-in" approach to RWY 19. They were unfamiliar with that approach, and hurried to find it in their charts (called "approach plates" because each is printed on one standard-format page. They may be found in Appendix C of the accident report in [Aeronautica Civil, Cali 1996] .)
There was also some informational confusion. This account follows closely the account in [Gibbon&Ladkin 1996] . Here is the pilot-ATC exchange, taken verbatim from the accident report, from the original approach clearance to the end of reported conversation. Ladkin and Gibbon note that the ATC response `affirmative' to this request is incorrect. AA965 cannot procedurally fly what they requested; therefore the controller's confirmation of that request is wrong. An ATC "clearance", which is what the flight crew and the controller are discussing, is both a commitment by ATC to keep the airspace clear for the space and time slots indicated and a mandatory (but revisible) routing instruction. Any clearance must therefore be a possible routing. Which the putative clearance contained in AA965's request is not. (When asked why he replied "affirmative", or "yes", when he knew that the correct reply was "negative", or "no", the controller cited relative status -he conceived of his to be much lower than that of airline pilots -and a consequent unwillingness to be seen to contradict people of higher status, even when he could see they were mistaken [Aeronautica Civil -Cali 1996] ).
Ladkin and Gibbon also note the following words spoken by ATC: `direct ROZO one' (a complete phrase, as indicated by the following conjunction, `and'.) and that it is a syntactically incorrect phrase in any grammar of pilot-controller speech. The word `direct' must be followed by the name of a navigation fix. If "ROZO" is interpreted as the fix, the word `one' is then superfluous. The entire phrase `ROZO one' denotes an arrival, and an arrival name cannot correctly follow the word `direct'. They suggest that the lexical ambiguity between fix (a point) and arrival (a procedure) enabled production of this syntactically incorrect and semantically confused phrase.
The Rational Cognitive Models of the participants may be reconstructed thus, as they evolve through time. It is clear from this representation of the syntax and semantics of these communications that the syntax is ambiguous and the RCMs of the participants are inconsistent, and remain so despite repeated attempts to unify them. This sequence shows a clear violation of RCMC and MCRP.
The following then happened. Because AA965 considered ROZO to be clearance.first, they attempted to fly direct. Unbeknowst to them, there was another navigational beacon, with the selfsame abbreviated identifier and the same frequency as ROZO, lying roughly at the nine o'clock position and within reception range. Upon entering the data for ROZO in the flight management computer, the autopilot then began a left turn towards this other beacon, ROMEO, which went unremarked by the crew for some significant portion of a minute. They deviated from the line of the valley, and now had mountains in between them and the airport. However, they continued to descend into the airport. Upon realising the aircraft was flying in the wrong direction, the crew finally initiated flight towards the right fix, but there were now mountains in the way. As the aircraft flew towards a mountain, the ground proximity warning sounded, but the "escape manoeuvre" was not successful and the aircraft hit the mountain.
The above analysis proceeded, as did the analysis of the Überlingen midair collision, by representing the cognitive states of participant agents by simple data structures. Unlike in the Überlingen case, some concerted attempt was made to reconcile the RCMs of the participants through the usual ATC-pilot communication format, but this format was ambiguous (strictly: the same phrases were allowed different semantics). Also, the ATC mistake in the Cali situation was deliberate, engendered by social concerns, rather than being inadvertent as with Überlingen.
An attempt to enforce RCMC and MCRP in this case would involve disambiguating the language. This is formally straightforward: for example, one could require participants to enumerate explicitly the semantics -their understood sequence of fixes -saying "unknown" where they do not know, allowing a knowledgable communication partner to precisify. However, this would involve a major change in ATC-pilot communication. It is not clear whether such a major change would avoid more accidents than it might engender, for every change requires some time for it to mature in use.
We may observe that, once again, simple finite-state methods enable an adequate analysis of the communications and suffice to generate suggestions for avoiding or mitigating hazards.
The Linguistics of ATC-Pilot Communication: Work of Stephen Cushing and Extensions
The linguist Stephen Cushing investigated linguistic phenomena in ATC-pilot communication leading to incidents and accidents on behalf of NASA in 1987-9. His results were presented in [Cushing 1994 ], predating the accidents above and their analysis.
Cushing compiled a superb collection of examples, largely drawn from NASA's Aviation Safety Reporting System, an anonymised reporting facility guaranteeing immunity for reporters, intended to identify trends as well as individual occurrences or potentially hazardous situations so that these could be preempted if necessary by regulators in the hope of reducing accident statistics.
Cushing identified problems of ambiguity (as we considered in the case studies above), homophony (similar-sounding phrases having different meanings, for example similar aircraft call-signs and consequent misunderstandings of a crew that a clearance intended for another aircraft was in fact for them), the influence on meaning of spoken punctuation and of intonation. He identified problems of reference: uncertain reference, unclear addressee and unclear hand-off (an air traffic control procedure for assigning an aircraft to a different controller), which overlap with problems with homophony. Then there are problems of inference, including implicit inference, lexical inference, and false assumptions, as we have seen above concerning the Cali accident. Then come problems of repetition, especially involving readbacks, which we have also seen in the Cali case study above. There are problems with numbers and their abbreviations, in particular for radio frequencies, in navigational procedures, for runways, and for altimeter settings (communications of the local barometric pressure). He noted problems with radios, problems of compliance, and general problems of technical communication loss such as lost messages or garbled message contents. Although such problems are formally recognised and adherence to the controlled language of ATCpilot communication is supposed to be a prophylaxis, Cushing's investigations showed just how big a gap there is between the reality of everyday ATC-pilot communication and the solutions offered by the controlled language promulgated by the aviation regulatory authorities [FAA ATC Phraseology].
One reason for the continuing discrepancies may well be found in work of the organisational sociologist Jens Rasmussen [Rasmussen 1997] . He observed that human agents in their everyday work devise ways of getting their job done optimally. That is, optimally for them, and the agent may well have different goals from the designers of the system within which heshe is working. Rasmussen noted in many accidents how these individual optimisations, which can be observed and which he called "migration to the boundary" (MttB), his phrase for coming up against the limits of what one can optimise, conflicted either with overall system safety goals, or with each other to engender hazardous system states and behaviors. Most ATC-pilot communication is routine, and much of it can be expressed by use of much shortened phrases amongst knowledgeable pilots and controllers: elisions and suchlike. And these optimisations, such as elisions, rarely lead to miscommunication, lead even more rarely to hazardous situations, and these themselves lead even more rarely to accidents. So MttB in formalised communication has immediate and pervasive benefits and only occasional, very rare, disadvantages. Which even more occasionally result in accidents, sometimes with heavy loss of life. Which of course is why the formalised communication, not foreshortened by MttB-derived modifications, is promulgated in the first place.
Cushing suggested a "long-term solution" to the disadvantages derived from the pervasive linguistic phenomena which he had enumerated. The solution consisted in a computer-supported "intelligent" voice interface for aviation communications, resting on a formal language. He proposed an architecture for the system, and use of some computer-supported-linguistic tools, such as LEX and BISON, based on a formal grammar of aviation communications. He made extensive use of SW available on Apple Macintosh computers, at that time limiting the applicability of the work since Apple did not have a large market share of personal computers.
Hilbert and Ellermann showed, however, that the grammar proposed by Cushing was formally inadequate for these communications, in that it did not correctly represent them, allowing some phrases that were inappropriate, and ruling out other phrases in officially-sanctioned use [Ellermann&Hilbert 2001] . They went on to show that accurate pilot-ATC communications could in fact be represented by a formally-simpler grammar in extended Backus-Naur form (EBNF), which makes it suitable for standard computer-linguistic parsing and analysis tools [Ellermann&Hilbert 2002] . In this work, Ellermann and Hilbert also implemented a parser for their grammar on a Unixbased computer system. Unix had a much broader installed base than Apple systems at that time. Nowadays, Apple operating systems are also Unix-based.
Hölz and Hettenhausen designed and partially implemented a limited computer corpus of aviation communications for published accidents [Hölz&Hettenhausen 2001 ]. This task is made particularly difficult in that such communications are not publicly available, in part through agreements with professional-pilot unions for reasons of privacy and employee protection in the workplace. Indeed, such transcripts are not available in most cases even within airlines. They are sometimes made available, say by the US National Transportation Safety Board, in the case of significant accidents, but other investigative authorities, such as the Transportation Safety Board of Canada, redact heavily and summarise, through concerns for the privacy of participants and victims. The chances of building a representative corpus are thereby limited. However, Döring, McGovern and Sanders [Döring&MacGovern&Sanders 2001] showed using the limited Hölz-Hettenhausen corpus that semantic parsing techniques on the corpus enabled unique correlation of spoken phrases in the transcripts with their formal Ellermann-Hilbert equivalents in a high proportion, some 80-90%, of cases. This work validates Cushing's intuition that computer linguistics can be fruitfully applied to improve aspects of day-to-day controller-pilot communications with respect to the unsafe features he identified in his compilation of examples.
The question is, however, still unanswered what sort of computer-supported tools would most benefit these communications from the point of view of enhancing safety, and which such tools stand a reasonable chance of being implemented and successfully introduced into service. Limited versions of such communications are already flying, for example the CPDLC communications, which are digital-computer-mediated communications whereby the sender uses a keyboard, the receiver a screen, with a button for acknowledgement of reception and/or clearance. As of writing, CPDLC has been successfully used for communications on trans-oceanic flights for almost two decades.
One possible future development could see verbal statements of agents parsed by computer, transmitted digitally as text after checking for compliance, consistency, completeness, and common forms of failure, and voice-synthesised at reception. The state of the art is a long way from having such proof-of-concept prototypes, and even further from a practically workable system which would be accepted by the aviation community.
Such systems are feasible. We turn now to a domain in which such tools have been successfully implemented, the linguistically somewhat more simple domain of train dispatching and train announcement procedures.
Train Announcement Procedures (TAP, German: Zugmeldeverfahren) are one of the two procedures on German railways for coordinating traffic on single-track lines without signals. The other is train dispatching (Zugleitbetrieb, ZLB), for which computer support will be considered, below.
Train Dispatching and Train Announcement Procedures
Train dispatching and TAP are forms of train control used in German railway operations on sparsely-used single-track railway lines without signal support (signals are required by most railway authorities on all tracks which have above a certain frequency of train movements). Trains halt at a stopping point, usúally a railway station, and negotiate a verbal protocol with a train controller in order to proceed to the next stopping point. The region of line between two stopping points is called a block, and the protocol must ensure that no two trains may proceed in the same block at the same time under central control. It must be possible, for track maintenance, rescue, and shunting purposes to allow trains to move at line-of-sight braking speeds under certain circumstances, but a train must not be allowed to proceed under normal driving conditions into a block in which some line-of-sight operations are taking place, and line-of-sight operations must not be allowed to proceed in a block in which a train is proceeding under normal driving conditions. Basically, the two allowable states for one block are: one train only, or everyone is being slow and careful and can stop before hindrances.
Train dispatching operates with one train controller, who controls the movements of all trains on a specific section of track (a block). A controller using dispatching communicates with train drivers using dedicated radio.
TAP is a protocol in which two train controllers, usually the station masters at the stations at each end of a block, coordinate the dispatch of trains into the block between themselves first, and then communicate permissions with the train drivers. The station masters communicate with each other using dedicated telephone lines, and with the train drivers using dedicated radio.
The verbal protocols for train dispatching and TAP are strict, use defined phraseology, and are part of German rail law.
The protocols do most often support the operational safety requirements, but mistakes are sometimes made. The single-line track between Warngau and Schaftlach is 4.8 km long. It is part of the line between München (Munich) and Lenggries, in Bavaria. Automatic Train Protection, automatic braking on passing a signal at danger, is installed and functions through inductive-electromagnetic trackside and on-board equipment (Indusi). Indusi was required for the line because it was designed for trains travelling faster than 100 kph. However, traffic density on the line was sufficiently low that compartmentalisation into blocks was not required between stations. Thus the track between Warngau and Schaftlach constituted one block (German Blockabschnitt) to which access was controlled by station masters/controllers (Fahrdienstleiter) in Warngau and in Schaftlach using TAP. The block contained one level-crossing (grade crossing), protected by warning signals.
Under TAP, trains must be offered (OFF), accepted (ACC), checked out (PERM)
and reported back (ACK) between station masters. These procedures are as follows. Suppose a train at holding point (here, station) A wishes to progress to holding point/station B.
• OFF: if he does not regard the block as occupied, station master A tells station master B that he has a train ready to enter a specific block.
• ACC: station master B confirms that the train can enter (if the block is not already occupied), and holds the block as occupied until the train arrives at the B side of the block, at his station, and leaves. This arrival event will be assured visually, and verbally by an ACK, below.
• PERM: station master A notifies the train driver that the train may enter the block and notes the train's time of departure.
• ACK: station inspector B notifies station inspector A that the train has cleared the block.
The OFF-ACK pair guards against opposite-direction trains colliding head-on, for station master B will know if he has already sent a train into the block, and station master A will have marked the block as occupied. The OFF-ACK pair guards against same-direction trains colliding head-on-tail. I forego a formal analysis of the TAP protocol here; we will see such an analyis below for train dispatching.
On the day of the accident train 3591 was waiting at Warngau, ready for departure. Train 3594 S (scheduled sundays only) was waiting at Schaftlach, ready for departure. Both station masters offered their trains (OFF), and both interpreted the communication for their respective train as if they had received ACC. Both cleared their trains to depart.
The apparent misunderstanding was determined to be a result of not using the fixed phrases. It was reported that the station masters conversed using a Bavarian dialect and "cut corners" in the execution of the protocol. If so, this would then be an example of MttB. Unfortunately, there is no transcript of the communications publicly available.
According to the written schedule, train 3591 had to wait for two trains coming from Schaftlach: train 3592 and train 3594 S. The station master at Warngau had to handle three trains in a short time (about 9 minutes), and as well as sell tickets and answer passengers' questions. He was the only person in the Warngau station.
Other causal factors than miscommunication played a role. For example, a feature of train timetabling for opposite-direction trains, "air intersections", Luftkreuzungen, theoretical positions within a block at which trains following a timetable would cross were the block to consist of two one-way tracks, was used in the pictorial timetable for these stations for these trains. In fact, the EBO regulations explicitly disallowed Luftkreuzung in timetable construction. It was nevertheless common practice at this time to use them, to allow station masters some scheduling flexibility in case trains were not running on time.
Also, between Warngau and Schaftlach, there were two signals guarding a level crossing (grade crossing) for trains. The signal indicator lights start blinking when a train's first axle passes a contact point on the track. If a train from the opposite direction passes its respective contact point, then the control light does not blink. In this case the train driver must come to a full stop before the crossing. Train 3591 passed the contact point first; train 3594 S passed its respective contact point after 3591 passed his, but the driver of 3594 S did not react to the lack of blinking signal, which should have indicated to him that he should commence an emergency stop. The trains were in a blind curving section of track, so visual contact was not possible until late in the convergence. Either visual contact or braking of train 3394 S would have reduced the severity of the collision. This is not the only case in German railway history in which safety information is conveyed by a lack of action, here the lack of operation of the signal light, before shortly later an accident ensued. The Brühl derailment accident [Brinkmann&Lemke 2003 ] is another example. Our concern here is not, however, with the analysis of visual communications.
The Warngau collision and the Cali accident have some communication phenomena in common. Non-standard phraseology was used, in this case local dialect and ambiguous phrasing -MttB at work -and the result was an inconsistent understanding of overall system state by the participants: RCM and MCRP were again violated, obviously.
This raises the question, raised above for aviation communications, whether computer support can help secure such operations. In this case, there are working computer-supportive systems for the alternative to TAP, train dispatching. Train dispatching without local signal support is supported on some Austrian railway lines run by the company Stern & Hafferl, such as the local railway in the region around Linz, using a system developed at the University of Applied Sciences at Wels (Fachhochschule Wels) by a team led by Burkhard Stadlmann [Stadlmann 2004 ]. Stadlmann's work represents the state of the practice in computer-supported train dispatching, but it holds minimal interest from the linguistic point of view, since the system is primarily informational to the agent.
If that is state of the practice, then what about state of the art?
Computer Support with a Proven-Correct Protocol Implementation
Bernd Sieker has considered the Zugleitbetrieb protocol defined by German railway law for nonfederal railways. There are many such lines run by private railway companies in Germany, but only a few, mostly in Sachsen around Dresden, are non-signalled. Most lines, including all those around Bielefeld where we work, are supported by signalling systems to some degree.
In his PhD thesis, in German [Sieker 2010 ], Sieker started from a formal expression in logic of the above basic requirement of Zugleitbetrieb, the one-block one-train criterion, with the distinction between central control and line-of-sight operations. He proceeded to derive the protocol along the lines indicated in the law [FV-NE] , by using a technique of computer-system design elaboration known as formal refinement. Sieker derived a series of ever-more-elaborate state machines to implement the verbal protocol formally using computational techniques, and each state machine was formally proven using formal logic to mimic the more abstract state machines higher in the development hierarchy. The penultimate step consisted of factoring a state machine representing the global system state into different state machines for each agent, in such a manner that it could be proven that the interactions of the agent state-machines formed exactly the global state machine from which they were derived.
The final step was implemented by Phil Thornley of SparkSure, who implemented the agent state machines in the annotated programming language SPARK [Barnes 2003 ] and proved formally, using the required annotations supplementing the executable code, that the executable computer programs implemented exactly and precisely the agent state machines derived by Sieker.
The result is a fully formally analysed SW system, which runs a verbal protocol precisely, and which has been formally proved to satisfy the basic safety requirement of Zugleitbetrieb. That means that running the SW is guaranteed to execute the protocol logically correctly (Sieker discovered during the course of the work that the protocol did not define actions in all reachable states. The required actions were mostly obvious, and were added. The protocol which Sieker's development runs is strictly speaking a formal completion of the legal protocol).
Of course, there can still arise hardware problems with the machine, and it may be that the compiler which translates the SPARK source code into machine language for the machine is inexact, but these are problems which are common to all computer support of any task, are not specific in any way to mimicking verbal protocols, and have been addressed by the computer industry. Indeed the issue of unreliable compilation has been at the center of work by the developers of SPARK, the company Altran-Praxis, for two decades.
The details of Sieker's work here generally follow an account in [Ladkin&Sieker&Stuphorn 2009 ]. This account focused on the safety properties of the development -for example, the novel approach to hazard analysis, derivation of a demonstrably-complete set of safety requirements, and aspects of the development that would and would not generalise to other situations -which are of less interest to us here.
The highest-level language, called Level 0, required to express the basic safety requirement is simple, indeed astonishingly simple. This simplicity allowed a manual selection of safety requirements, which is complete in the sense that one can easily show that they cannot be logically strengthened.
The next language level, Level 1 and further language levels were defined through the usual type of refinement process familiar to computer scientists, in which the extensions of the language were carefully controlled in small steps. The entire functional operation of the system at each level could be expressed in terms of a global finite-state machine, which state machines were formally proved through simple, short propositional-logic arguments to refine each other, sometimes through addition of extra requirements, which then were added to the list of safety requirements.
The final refinement step involved transforming the global state machine into a set of agent statemachines, one representing a driver and one a train controller, which communicate by means of message-passing. The agent state-machines are expressed in a structure called a Message Flow Graph (MFG), for which a formal semantics has already been defined [Ladkin&Leue1995] . By this means the MFG could be formally proved to implement the global state machine from which it was refined.
The MFG agents were then implemented as SPARK procedure skeletons with the appropriate annotations by Phil Thornley of SparkSure, and the annotation proved to implement the MFG.
The entire development ensured complete traceability between very-high-level safety requirements and SPARK source code. Suppose such a system were to be implemented as either an automated dispatching system, with computers replacing the human agents, or, more practically, as a support system which checks that the required steps have been performed by the human agents. Then the risk of using the system resides entirely in the hardware and communications systems used, as well as in the compiler used to compile the source code, and in human factors such as whether the system is used as intended. Any risk inherent in the logic of the program design itself has been eliminated, and shown to be eliminated by the logical proofs. The risk of this computer-based system has thereby been reduced to that of other, generic risks, which data from other, unrelated computer projects may be used to assess.
The architectural scheme of the development is an example of a method called Ontological Hazard Analysis, proposed by myself and developed inter alia by Sieker and Sanders [Stuphorn&Sieker&Ladkin 2009, Ladkin&Sanders&Sieker 2012] . The Hazan aspects of the development interest us marginally here. The structure of the development is given in the following diagram. 
Level 0
The goal of the highest specification level, Level 0, is to provide a description language adequate for expressing the intuitive safety requirement of train dispatching, the one-block one-train requirement with exceptions, that is so simple that (a) we can define safety axioms to which all applications experts can assent, and (b) at the same time ascertain that these axioms are both correct and complete relative to the expressions of the language. The Level 0 language is a logical language, which includes sorts of objects, properties of objects in those sorts, and relations between objects; a basic predicate-logical language with no complex features. Sorts and relations are as follows. Determining Safety Axioms. Using elementary propositional logic as well some semantic domain knowledge, Sieker is able to determine that there turn out to be only 6 safety postulates on Level 0 from consideration of a couple of dozen non-equivalent statements from a total of 256 statements before semantic reduction. We use the following shorthand notation for a train F1 and one block S: LV(F1,S) = LV1, ZV(F1,S) = LZ1, inA(F1,S) = in1; similarly for train F2. The Safety Postulates at Level 0 are enumerated in Table 3 . It is not shown here how the safety postulates were derived, for this is not our main concern. This results in the sorts in Table 4 . At Level 2, no new sorts are added, but additional relations concerning 'clearances' are added, as shown in Table 5 . At this point, Sieker is now able to build a state-machine representing the global states of clearances which represents a train journey. The state-machine is shown in Figure 5 , which is presented as a Predicate-Action-Diagram [Lamport 1995] .
Three simple Meaning Postulates and elementary logic lead to only two new Safety Postulates, which can be expressed informally as:  if no obstructions are known and clearance has been given, the block can be occupied under central responsibility  clearance for a block cannot be given for a second train, if clearance has already been given for a train for the same block in either direction.
New hazards identified at this level are simply the negations of the newly-identified Safety Postulates:  Clearance has been given, and no obstruction is known, but the conditions for occupying the block under central responsibility have not been met.  Clearance has been given for two trains for the same block at the same time. 
Level 3
Level 3 includes the specific defined communications between train drivers and a train controller. Message types correspond to the states in which the trains can be, and are designed according to the message types prescribed in the regulations for German non-state-owned railways (VDV 2004). In addition, we define relations to describe sending and receiving of messages, as shown in Table 7 . Note that the sender and receiver of the message are implicit. Messages of type FA and AM are always sent by the specific train driver to the train controller, messages of type FE and AFE are always sent by the train controller.
Through appropriate Meaning Postulates, the state machine of Level 2 can be augmented to include communications. This now more complex state machine can be transformed into a Message Flow Graph (MFG), to make the communications visually clear. The MFG represents the individual agents and their changing states as vertical lines, message passing between agents as angled lines. The MFG can be formally shown to define the same global state machine as the Predicate-ActionDiagram for this level. The MFG is used as the starting point to define the SPARK implementation and the SPARK verification conditions are determined by hand to define the MFG of Figure 7 . 
Conclusions of the FV-NE Project
This is another case study in which techniques associated with finite-state systems are adequate for analysing a verbal safety-critical communications protocol. Through the thorough use of formalrefinement techniques, it was possible to prove formally in propositional logic that the derived system expressed in executable SPARK source code fulfilled the basic system safety requirement without exception. One could well imagine a helper computer system, installed on trains and at the train controllers' positions, which reiterated the steps of the verbal protocol as executed by the train drivers and controllers. This system is guaranteed to execute the protocol unambiguously and correctly, and therefore could have helped avoid such an outcome as at Warngau. Furthermore, Sieker's work has shown that the verbal protocol is itself logically correct, in that it logically fulfils the basic safety requirement.
What is most remarkable about this development in the context of this survey of communication in critical systems is how far the technology has come from the tools generally used by computational linguists.
Rigor and Accuracy in Verbal Protocols: General Conclusions
We have considered verbal safety-critical communications in transportation systems, namely air and rail travel. This domain forms a small but, it has been argued, clearly delineated subspecialty of safety-critical system science at the borders of general and computational linguistics.
We have seen how techniques from finite-state system science can profitably be used to analyse, as well as in the last instance to help execute, the protocols required for these communications in order to enhance safety.
Two case studies from air travel have been considered in detail, and some safety issues effectively addressed by design principles have been discussed. However, considering work by Cushing as well as extensions by Ellermann, Hilbert and others has shown just how far we have to go in this area to reach a state-of-the-art computer-supported system which would enhance safety in these critical communications by eliminating or mitigating features which have been shown to compromise that safety.
The requirements and protocols of train dispatching are much simpler. In this case, helper systems are already deployed (state of the practice) in Austria, derived from work of Stadlmann et al. But his methods are not based on linguistic analysis, and a state of the art development based on careful linguistic analysis has been exhibited by the research work of Sieker, described broadly above.
